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Abstract : GSM access networks are mainly based on
microwave (µW), millimeter-wave (mmW) and fiber-
optical links. This paper presents the actual trends of radio
relay access networking with special focus on a newly
opened 58 GHz band and its application in Hungary.

I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing number of subscribers within existing
networks as well as growing demands for new services,
such as GPRS, MMS, wideband subscriber access or 3G
system trials require higher and higher access capacities
in existing GSM networks (Fig.1).
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Fig.1.   Capacity requirements for different base station types
(light blue shows reserve for capacity expansion)

In dense urban areas the number of necessary sites of the
cellular system is mainly determined by subscriber
capacity requirements. This results in a very dense access
network compared to that of rural areas where coverage
targets become more important. As an example, Fig.2
shows a dense µW/mmW access network of a Hungarian
GSM operator in Budapest area.
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Fig.2.   An example of dense radio environment : a GSM
operator's access network in Budapest area until May 2002.

As explained, density of µW and mmW radio relay
systems increased with an unexpected speed in the last
decades. Therefore spectrally efficient new modulation
methods (nQAM, π/4-DQPSK) [1-2], more efficient
hardware techniques combined with software solutions
(error correction techniques, adaptive transmit power
control (ATPC) and/or modulation modes, software radio)
are in focus of actual interests of equipment
manufacturers. The main goal is to provide increased
access capacity, meanwhile the required availability and
reliability of the individual radio links within this more
and more dense radio environment is maintained without
performance degradation due to interference.
Consequently, both transmission devices (Fig.3) and
network concepts undergo a continuous development and
performance upgrade. Due to the complexity and huge
dimension of such access networks (Fig.2) flexibility and
remote control become nowadays even more relevant.

Fig.3.   Nokia flexihopper radios : 2…16x2 Mbit/s
digital µW/mmW radio-relay family operating in
the 7, 13, 15, 18, 23, 26 and in the 38 GHz bands

In this rapidly changing radio environment, network
operators and communication authorities require reliable
and predictable performance with network elements
having uniform and stable technical parameters. Since
available frequencies cannot be stretched as fast as
bandwidth demands are growing (Fig.1), available new
frequencies and radio-frequency interference (RFI) within
the already allocated frequency bands become the most
significant limiting factors in dense access networks [3-7].
On one hand communication authorities specify strict
regulations and limits in most of the countries [8, 9]. On
the other hand there is a continuous pressure from mobile
operators and system providers in order to open new
frequency bands on the basis of international and/or
European frequency coordination. Good candidates fall
into the 28…29, 32, 40…42, 50, 55 and 58…60 GHz
bands [3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13]. This paper provides an
overview of activities in access networking at very high
frequencies. Namely, frequency issues of a new
communication band around 58 GHz are presented [14].



II. AVAILABLE FREQUENCIES, SUBBANDS
Traditional µW/mmW frequency bands are at around 7,
11, 13, 15, 18, 23 and 38 GHz [15-18]. Frequencies at
15 GHz or below are mainly used in rural environment. In
several countries those lower frequencies are partly or
exclusively reserved for high capacity links (e.g. SDH). In
dense urban areas, such as big cities 18, 23 and 38 GHz
frequencies are preferred. These frequency bands are
already saturated in practice due to the success of GSM
systems and the simultaneous liberalization of the telecom
sector in most of the countries in the last decade. When
several different service providers use a nearly congested
frequency band, coordination and interference prediction
become very difficult and time consuming. A seemingly
simple solution is to divide the entire 23 or 38 GHz
frequency band into narrower subbands. Using dedicated
blocks within a communication frequency band offers
some advantages (Fig.4).
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Fig.4.  Example of utilizing subbands for individual GSM
operators within the 23 GHz communication band.

Let us suppose that within each subband only one GSM
operator is allowed to communicate. In this case
possibility of inter-operator interference is significantly
reduced. In fact if radio-frequency interference was
present inside a subband that arises mainly from the own
network. That can be avoided with correct frequency
planning within the radio network.
It is important to recognize that frequency planning and
interference calculation is considerably simpler in case of
dedicated subbands. Each operator uses only limited
number of different transmission equipment. Therefore
the size of their µW link database and interference matrix
needed for the interference prediction is much smaller
compared to that of a nationwide database. Dedicated
subbands are often called “block frequencies”. As it is
shown in Fig.4, external radio interference may arise only
at the lower and upper edges of the frequency blocks. RFI
can be significantly reduced by introducing guard bands
between the blocks. Guard bands are at least one radio
channel wide (e.g. 3.5, 7, 14 or 28 MHz). So for typical
interferor sources filter discrimination values will fall in
the range of 20…40 dB in practice, providing sufficient
rejection. [4-7]
Dedicated block-frequencies help GSM operators and
authorities to use the available spectrum more efficiently
with reduced risk of interference among different
networks. The overall number of radio channels can be
increased efficiently this way. However, there remains
still a significant limitation in transmission capacity
compared to the forecasted demands. In long term only
the introduction of new frequency bands can provide
satisfactory solution. [3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17]

III. OPENING A NEW BAND : 58 GHz FOR
DENSE URBAN ACCESS NETWORKS

Recently, a new frequency band has been allocated at
58 GHz and opened in several European countries. ETSI
has introduced 58 GHz as a frequency band where
channel frequencies “do not require co-ordinated
frequency planning”. International level standardization
(ITU, ETSI, CEPT) of this band has a background older
than six years. [11-13, 19-22]. In Hungary the possible
use of the 58 GHz appeared in the National Frequency
Allocation Table in 1999 for the first time [7].
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Fig.5. Attenuation by atmospheric gases [14, 23, 24, 7]
In this band the extra attenuation of atmospheric gases
and the reduced ability of mmW signals to diffract around
obstacles provide a greater reuse of frequencies [21-24].
Below 50 GHz the atmospheric attenuation is less than
1dB/km as seen on the curves of Fig.5. Above 57 GHz
this value is 10 dB/km or more. Fig.6 shows the specific
attenuation values in the 50-70 GHz band at different
altitudes [19].

Fig.6. Attenuation by atmospheric gases :
ITU-R. P.676-3 (1997) [19]

Since free space loss and attenuation of atmospheric gases
(Fig.5, 6 and 7) are very high in this band, available hops
are rather limited in distance. The significantly increased
attenuation value is a disadvantage from link budget point
of view. But for the same reason the risk of interference
between radio links is very low at 58 GHz. Consequently
short radio hops can be very densely installed to connect
microcell/picocell sites to µW/optical transmission nodes.
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Fig.7. Temperature dependence of extra attenuation due to
atmospheric gases around 58 GHz, dry air, 1013 hPa.

Fig.8 shows typical hop length values calculated for
countries falling into different rain-rate zones. In the
calculations ITU-R P.676-3 propagation model was used,
vertical polarization and an availability target of 99.995%
were assumed. As seen in Fig.8 for European countries
the typical hop length is 500...700 m due to the extra
attenuation (Fig.5-7). Hungary falls into the K climatic
zone of ITU-R so 500 m hop length was calculated with
the equipment parameters presented in part IV.
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Fig.8.  Typical link lengths (calculated with 34 dBi antennae
and standard atmosphere at 57.25 GHz, interference ignored).

IV. THE 58 GHz METROHOPPER RADIO
Fig.9 shows a 58 GHz radio terminal. Due to the
extremely high frequency the antenna has a very small
size and low profile [25, 26, 27]. The flat panel antenna is
integrated to the outdoor unit. The radio hop provides
4x2 Mbit/s connection for the BTS, which is also seen in
the figure wall-mounted below the 58 GHz outdoor unit.
Fig.10 and Fig.11 show the outdoor unit. The channel
spacing is 100 or 50 MHz according to ETSI [11, 12, 13]
allowing 10 or 20 channels in the band, respectively.
The main parameters of the metrohopper radio link are :
• 4x2 Mbit/s transmission capacity,
• forward error correction (FEC),
• Time Division Duplex (TDD) operation, eliminating the

subband variants, the same mmW unit can serve all
the sites,

• automatic channel selection procedure, so called “first
come /first serve” policy,

• power consumption of the terminal <13 W,
• operating temperature : - 40 …+ 50 °C,
• ETS300 019-1-4 Class 4.1E: solar radiation 1120W/m2.

Fig.9.  NOKIA Metrohopper : 58 GHz wireless solution
for access in dense urban networks.

The mmW transmitter :
• uses minimum shift keying (MSK) modulation,
• has a typical output power of +5 dBm,
• and provides a frequency stability : < ± 20 ppm.

Fig.10.  Metrohopper 58 GHz radio outdoor unit
(255 x 190 x 110 mm, 4.7 kg with alignment unit)

The main parameters of the mmW receiver module are :
• 3 dB receiver bandwidth = 23 MHz nominal,
• doubly differential detection,
• BER 10-3 thresholds are : typical <-75 dBm,

guaranteed <-71 dBm,
• BER 10-6 thresholds are : typical <-73 dBm,

guaranteed <-69 dBm.

Fig.11.  Metrohopper 58 GHz radio outdoor unit



The main parameters of the integrated flat panel antenna :
• array of 256 radiating elements,
• vertical polarization,
• antenna gain of 34 dB or 36 dB (in new release),
• 3 dB beamwidth is 1.5º for the 34 dB gain antenna,
• ETSI EN 300 833 and 300 408 [21, 11, 12] compliant.

V. FIELD RESULTS OF 58 GHz LINKS
In Fig.12 calculated availability curves are shown as a
function of hop length. The parameter of the curves is the
rainfall intensity given in mm/h. In each rainfall zone
36 dBi antennae were supposed (according to the new
release of metrohopper radio). Triangles indicate the
experimental links in Hungary. IQ-Link was used for the
design of the radio hops [28]. This link planning tool
incorporates the latest ITU models to predict availability
and outage of the 58 GHz radio links. As seen in Fig.12,
triangles are below the solid line of 42 mm/h. The
difference is due to the 34 dBi antenna gain used in our
experiments. Therefore the same radio hops have been
calculated with 36 dBi antenna gain too. As shown in
Fig.12, hexagons fit well to the theoretical curve. Results
of the 58 GHz transmission experiments were checked
also via network management software. Measured signal
levels confirmed the validity of calculations for Hungary.
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Fig.12.  Typical link availability curves vs. hop length
in the 58 GHz band

VI. CONCLUSION
Availability of sites in GSM networks is strongly
depending on quality of the transmission network. It was
shown that radio frequency interference among existing
links is a main source of degradation nowadays. First the
advantage of dedicated subbands and then that of a new
frequency band at 58 GHz have been presented.
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